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Advances in Mathematical Modeling for Reliability discusses fundamental issues on mathematical modeling in reliability theory and its applications. Beginning with an extensive discussion of graphical modeling and Bayesian networks, the focus shifts towards repairable systems: a discussion about how sensitive availability calculations parameter choices, and emulators provide the potential to perform such calculations on complicated systems to a fair degree of accuracy and in a computationally efficient manner. Another issue that is addressed is how competing risks arise in reliability and maintenance analysis through the ways in which data is censored. Mixture failure rate modeling is also a point of discussion, as well as the signature of systems, where the properties of the system through the signature from the probability distributions on the lifetime of the components are distinguished. The last three topics of discussion are relations among aging and stochastic dependence, theoretical advances in modeling, inference and computation, and recent advances in recurrent event modeling and inference.
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Oracle DBA Pocket GuideO'Reilly, 2005

	
		The Oracle database is one of the most popular in the world, and for good reason. It's compatible, scalable, portable, and capable of performing incredibly fast. The advantages Oracle holds over its competition come with a price, however--it's a highly complex database that's becoming more complex with every release. And...
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Internet Security DictionarySpringer, 2002

	Recent years have seen an explosive growth of the Internet. When the

	Internet passed from government and academic realms to the public sector,

	it brought along a laissez-faire attitude about security. Its explosive

	growth, flaws in its basic structure, its facilitation of instant access to information

	repositories, and its...
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Building a Home Security System with Raspberry PiPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build your own sophisticated modular home security system using the popular Raspberry Pi board


	About This Book

	
		This book guides you through building a complete home security system with Raspberry Pi and helps you remotely access it from a mobile device over the Internet
	
		It covers the...
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Feature Engineering for Machine Learning: Principles and Techniques for Data ScientistsO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Feature engineering is a crucial step in the machine-learning pipeline, yet this topic is rarely examined on its own. With this practical book, you’ll learn techniques for extracting and transforming features—the numeric representations of raw data—into formats for machine-learning models. Each chapter guides you...
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Intellectual Property and Open Source: A Practical Guide to Protecting CodeO'Reilly, 2008
"Clear, correct, and deep, this is a welcome addition to discussions of law and computing for anyone -- even lawyers!" -- Lawrence Lessig, Professor of Law at Stanford Law School and founder of the Stanford Center for Internet and Society
 If you work in information technology, intellectual property is central to your job -- but...
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Excel Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips and ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
The tips and tools in Excel Hacks  include little known "backdoor" adjustments for everything  from reducing workbook and worksheet frustration to hacking  built-in features such as pivot tables, charts, formulas and  functions, and even the macro language.  This resourceful,  roll-up-your-sleeves guide...
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